Brian Iler, chair of CommunityAir
(communityair.org) presents the
vision of a large recreational park,
the size of Central Park in New York.
It could change the face of Toronto
and especially the lives of people in
the densely populated downtown,
which has a critical shortage of parks.
This was presented at a York Quay Neighbourhood
Association meeting, May 2021, and distributed by
YQNA (YQNA.ca).

CommunityAIR
Working towards
a clean, green
waterfront

In 2003, former city councillor Allan Sparrow envisioned the Island Airport
converted to park land. The airport had no passenger service, was losing money
and had to either close or expand. A bridge over the eastern gap was proposed
to serve passengers, but it was strongly opposed — and CommunityAir was born.

Another central figure in the airport’s history is author and historian
Bill Freeman. It was Freeman who in 2013 urged citizens to organize
against the use of passenger jets from the Island Airport.

Large anti-jet crowds packed public meetings. From their protest sprang
NO JETS. The fight lasted two years with thousands of people speaking out,
before a decisive win to ban jets.

We have lived with noise and pollution from hundreds of daily flights from the
airport. Then the pandemic stopped air traffic and returned the Waterfront to
its beautiful, peaceful state. Living out the original motto of “a clean and green
waterfront”, we see new opportunities.

Move Porter to Pearson
Pearson is $6.2B in debt
It needs the Island Airport’s business
Feds may bail out Pearson, Porter, Ports
Toronto
Any subsidy to Pearson or to Porter must
be conditional on Porter moving to Pearson
Move Porter Airlines to Pearson International Airport, a vital airport that serves
all of Canada and has a global reach. Pearson is $6.2 billion in debt and needs a
bailout. It would benefit from adding the Island Airport’s business. The UP Express
from Union Station to Pearson takes 25 minutes — fast and convenient!

The Island Airport is also in financial straits and searching
for investors to revive operations. This map shows the
airport using 215 acres of prime land on the Waterfront.
It is owned by Ports Toronto (yellow and purple), City of
Toronto (green) and Transport Canada (orange).
The City has leased the green lands to Ports Toronto for
$1 a year until the Tripartite Agreement runs out in 2033.
No taxes — that is an outrage!

June 30, 2033
There is no right of renewal
Without a new lease, the Island Airport cannot
operate
We need to ensure there is no new lease
That means we need a campaign, and we need
to start now
With the future so uncertain, it is time to decide what is best
for the City of Toronto. The land lease ends in 12 years, which
puts City Council in the driver’s seat by ending the Tripartite
agreement. Ports Toronto is pressing for its extension in order
to attract investors that can revive the airport business. But we
need parks, not planes, so this is a historic moment for Toronto.

This land has a long history as the city’s favourite “cottage country” with
sports, beaches, restaurants and even a hotel. Here is a game at Hanlan’s
Point 100 years ago. Long before that, the islands were home to the Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation.
Imagine again an 80-acre park with spectacular views of the city’s skyline,
surrounded by Lake Ontario and the Toronto Harbour — a beautiful public
space larger than Central Park, with beaches, kayaks and canoes, walking
trails, recreation, an indigenous cultural centre, cafes and meeting spaces.

We could have it all again — well, maybe not the stadium
where Babe Ruth hit his first professional home run.

And maybe not a new Hanlan Hotel either, but new and re-purposed
buildings could become part of the future park.

Opportunity: Parks not Planes
Isn’t a park in the best interest of the City, and
its Waterfront?
Airport’s 215 acres would be added to the
Island Park
larger than Central Park
year-round access through pedestrian tunnel
Think PARKS not Planes.
If City Council and Toronto’s citizens decide to close the airport, a total of 215 acres
could be added to the Island Park. It would take pressure off the ferry connection,
if people could walk year-round through the Pedestrian Tunnel. Look what other
cities have gained by closing their city centre airports.

Berlin Tempelhof - CLOSED

Hitler held huge rallies here, and it was the site of the historic
Berlin Airlift. It is now an expansive 740 acres, growing into a
park for future generations of downtown Berliners.

Chicago’s Meigs Field - CLOSED

In 2003, Chicago Mayor Richard Daley famously bulldozed the
runways of Meigs Field Airport in the middle of the night. See
the crisscross patterns. Now, the former airport has added
199 acres of waterfront parkland in downtown Chicago.

EDMONTON - CLOSED

Edmonton’s city centre airport is now closed. Its 144 acres in
downtown Edmonton is now the new campus of the Northern
Alberta Institute of Technology.

Santa Monica - CLOSING IN
2028

Santa Monica Airport in California is almost completely surrounded
by residential areas. It will close in 2028 and become 215 acres of
park and recreation.

How critical is the need for Parkland in Toronto? The city’s data shows 28
square metres of park per person city-wide. That is abut the size of a small
bachelor apartment. A person living in downtown Toronto has only 25% of
that park average. That’s a critical shortfall.

Where do you find a park near your home? The City’s Parkland Strategy Report shows
orange areas with the minimal park space of 4 square metres within walking distance
per person, as opposed to 28 square metres in the green areas. This dire shortage of
parks is in the same downtown area that is growing by leaps and bounds.

By 2033, the park land crisis is predicted to worsen, with the green space per person
declining further by 25%. Too many towers and too few parks. That alone speaks in
favour of a major new downtown park.

The City already agrees that imagination and lots
of money will be needed to create new parks.
Example: The proposed Rail Deck Park would
cost $1.7 billion, not including the purchase of
air rights to the land. Now its future is in doubt.
That makes a new major park downtown all the
more relevant.

A change from industrial use as an airport to park land is easy to imagine.
The land is the right size, in a beautiful location, has free and easy access,
would serve the entire city, and is already publicly owned.
Visions of such a park are not new. This design was made by the late landscape architect Jerry Englar, a long-time CommunityAIR member. It shows
the possibilities. We are living in a time of fast changes and unforeseen
circumstances. The time is right to claim the land for this iconic park that
will serve future generations.

The Parks not Planes Campaign
Join Us.
info@communityair.org
CommunityAir.org
CommunityAir is just starting the “Parks not Planes Campaign”. It could take
years to succeed or happen much faster, depending on political decisions and
the financial fate of the Island Airport. We must be prepared and let our voices
be heard.
Every person and group is invited to join.

